Title of Session: Emotions, Identities and Civic Society – Session I

Name of Session Convener(s): Nicolas Demertzis and Helena Flam
University/Organization incl. City: (i) University of Athens and (ii) University of Leipzig
Chair: Helena Flam
University/Organization incl. City: University of Leipzig

Please state the papers in the order they will be presented:

I) Title of Selected Paper: The Theory of Affective Intelligence and Civic Society
Name/s of Author/s: George E. Marcus
University/Organization incl. City: Williams College, Williamstown

II) Title of Selected Paper: Feeling the Blame: Political Scandals, Emotional Reactions, and Blame Attributions
Name/s of Author/s: Tereza Capelos
University/Organization incl. City: University of Surrey, Guildford

III) Title of Selected Paper: Passions and Elite Politics
Name/s of Author/s: David Ost
University/Organization incl. City: Hobart and William Smith Colleges
Geneva, New York

IV) Title of Selected Paper: The Problem of Courage
Name/s of Author/s: Barbara A. Misztal
University/Organization incl. City: University of Leicester

Discussant: Nicolas Demertzis
University/Organization incl. City: University of Athens